
4500 SW Research Way 

Corvallis, OR 97333-1192 

 (541) 766-6819 

 
 

 

PUBLIC MEETING AGENDA 
Benton County Planning Commission  

November 15, 2022 
7:00 pm  

Kalapuya Building, 4500 SW Research Way, Corvallis 
1st floor Meeting Room 

or virtual via Go To Meeting https://meet.goto.com/291863437 
 

 
I. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL 

II. REVIEW AND APPROVE MINUTES 

October 11th Minutes – Benton County Planning Commission only approves their portion 
of the joint meeting. 
 

III. PUBLIC HEARING; LU-22-023; JORDAN; APPEAL 

FILE NUMBER: LU-22-023. NATURE OF REQUEST: Applicants request a farm-help 
dwelling for a relative of the farm operator on an approximately 64-acre property.  
REASON FOR THE APPEAL: The applicant is appealing the Community Development 
Department’s findings and conclusion that the application does not meet Benton County 
Code 55.120(1)(b), and it’s decision to deny the application. PROPERTY LOCATION: 
31992 Fern Road, Philomath, OR (T12S, R6W, Section 24C, Tax Lot 108). APPLICABLE 
CRITERIA: Benton County Code (BCC) 55.120, 55.405, 99.810 and 99.705. STAFF 
CONTACT: Inga Williams. 

IV. WORKSESSION:  STORMWATER CODE AMENDMENTS 

Presentation by Community Development and Public Works staff; questions and 
answers, in preparation for public hearing scheduled for December 6. 

V. ITEMS FROM THE PLANNING COMMISSION 

VI. ITEMS FROM THE PLANNING STAFF 

VII. UPCOMING AGENDA ITEMS 

VIII. ADJOURN 
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Community Development Department 

Office: (541) 766-6819 

4500 SW Research Way 

Corvallis, OR 97333 

co.benton.or.us/cd 

MEMORANDUM 
 

To Benton County Planning Commission 

From Inga Williams, Associate Planner; and  

 Darren Nichols, Community Development Director 

Date   November 9, 2022 

Subject Summary of LU-22-023 Staff Decision and Appeal  

 

Background and Decision 

On March 21, 2022, the Community Development Department received an application for an accessory 
farm-help dwelling for a relative of the farm operator and deemed it complete. This application was 
reviewed administratively pursuant to BCC 53.160, which does not require a Notice of Application to 
surrounding property owners but does require a Notice of Decision. The Notice of Decision was mailed 
on June 30, 2022, and it allowed the recipients 14 calendar days from the date of the decision to 
submit an appeal.  

Connie Jordan is the owner of the 64-acre property zoned Exclusive Farm Use that is the subject 
property of the application. The property is located at 31922 Fern Road in Philomath. She purchased 
the property, along with a herd of 28 cattle established by the previous owner, in 2015. Cynthia 
Crosby, who lives with Ms. Jordan, is the applicant and is identified in the application as the farm 
operator. Ms. Jordon is described as a co-manager. Ms. Crosby’s daughter and son-in-law, Clair and 
Kevin Fulsher, are identified as the relatives who would provide help to Ms. Jordan and Ms. Crosby. 

Staff reviewed the application and supporting documentation to verify compliance with relevant 

Benton County Code Sections; the relevant sections include BCC 55.120 and 55.405. The staff report 

documents the findings and the conclusion of compliance for each of relevant Code sections. The 

review concludes that: 

1) the property is a lawfully established parcel;  

2) the existing dwelling is located on property used for “farm use” because the farm operator is 

obtaining a profit in money from livestock;   

3) the principal dwelling is occupied by the farm operator; 

4) the proposed dwelling would be occupied by a relative of the farm operator;  

5) the farm operator would continue to play a predominant role in the management of the farm; 

and 
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6) the farm is not used to grow a marijuana crop. 

The staff report, however, found that the application does not comply with BCC 55.120(1)(b) (Pages 4 
through 7 of the staff report). This part reads, “…the relatives’ assistance in the management and farm 
use of the existing commercial farming operation is required by the farm operator:…”  Staff utilized a 
Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) decision, Louks v. Jackson County, to help define the term 
“required” and another LUBA decision, Richards v. Jefferson County, and a definition from the Oregon 
Administrative Rules to define what a commercial farming operation is. The conclusion was that, while 
the existing use is a “farm use”, the entirety of the farm operations do not constitute a commercial 
farm operation because those operations do not substantially contribute to the area's existing 
agricultural economy. The income produced from the farm operations is below the $80,000 in annual 
revenue required for a farm dwelling approval. It was also concluded that the size of the property, 
which is below the State’s established minimum acreage requirement of 80 acres, limits the amount of 
farm use and income that could be generated by the property into the future. Live in farm help from a 
relative is therefore not a requirement or a necessity for this property based on staff’s review of the 
application per the LUBA decisions. 

The Benton County Planning Official signed a Notice of Decision denying this application for a Farm 

Help Dwelling for a Relative.  

Appeal 

The Notice of Decision specified a 14-day appeal period1, as required by State statute and the county’s 

Development Code. The applicant timely appealed the decision. The applicant/appellant also 

requested the Community Development Department stay the appeal process to attend to a family 

emergency. To accommodate the requested stay, the applicant signed a waiver of the 150-day 

deadline for a local government to take final action on the application2.  

On September 14, 2022, the applicant submitted additional information in support of the appeal 

through their attorney, Mike Reeder, and asked staff to move forward with scheduling a public hearing 

on the appeal.  The applicant has submitted a detailed list of activities that maintain the current farm 

operation on the property and the estimated hours per month and per year required to complete the 

activities.  The list of activities provides an overview of the effort and the commitment required to run 

the farm. The details of the operation include maintaining pastures for cattle and horses, managing 

timber land, and growing vegetables, berries and tree fruit. The list also includes sustaining the wildlife 

habitat of a quarter-acre pond. The applicant provided a similar detailed list of information in the 

original application.  

Mr. Reeder provided a rebuttal of staff’s findings that the application was not in compliance with a 

subsection of BCC 55.120(1)(b). Mr. Reeder’s rebuttal states that staff used the incorrect analysis of 

scale and intensity when analyzing the farm as not meeting the standards for a “commercial farming” 

 
1 ORS 215.422 and BCC 51.815 
2 Subsection (1) of ORS 215.427 
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operation and that the staff did not correctly define the term ‘required’. Vance Croney, Benton County 

Counsel, has written a rejoinder to Mr. Reeder’s rebuttal of staff’s analysis. Mr. Croney’s memorandum 

is attached to this memorandum.  

Response & Analysis 

Staff concurs that the applicant lives on a farm and that she and the property owner contribute 

considerable time and effort to the farm operations. The income producing portion of the farm, 

however, is limited to the cattle breeding operation and some hay sales. The denial of the application 

was based on the scale and intensity of the cattle breeding operation, including the income derived 

from that portion of the farm, and the applicant’s need for a relative’s help with that portion of the 

farm use. The information submitted in the appeal provides a more detailed overview of the time and 

effort involved in all of the farm activities.  

The applicant indicates the work requires approximately 2.3 full time people to work the entire farm, 

which includes Ms. Crosby and Ms. Jordan working full time, and a part time person for approximately 

75 hours a month. Ms. Crosby’s review of the activities, however, indicates that only one person, and 

sometimes a second individual, is necessary to provide management of the income producing portion 

of the farm use. The cattle breeding operation does not require a sufficient scale or intensity of effort 

to require a relative to live on the farm to provide help. 

None of the information supplied with the appeal causes staff to revise the decision to deny the 

application.  

Recommendation  

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission uphold the staff decision to deny the application. 

Proposed motion: “Based on evidence in the record, and upon hearing testimony on the issue, I move 

to deny the applicant’s appeal, thereby upholding the original Notice of Decision on file number LU-22-

023.”  

Encl.  

Memo from County Counsel 

Public Testimony from Christopher Browne 

Staff Report 

LUBA Final Opinion and Order for Louks vs. Jackson (referenced in the staff report) 

LUBA Final Opinion and Order for Richards vs. Jefferson County (referenced in the staff report) 

Applicant Appeal and Supportive Materials 

LUBA Final Opinion and Order for Stratton vs. Clackamas County (referenced by Mike Reeder)  
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MEMORANDUM 

TO:  Darren Nichols, Inga Williams 

FROM:  Vance Croney, Counsel 

DATE:  October 24, 2022 

RE:  Relative Farm Help Dwelling Response 

Petitioner puts forward three bases for its appeal of staff’s denial of a Relative Farm Help 

Dwelling. None of the bases are persuasive or correct. 

1. Petitioner’s reliance on concurring opinion is misplaced. 

The first objection is “Staff decision misreads Richards v. Jefferson County, 79 Or LUBA 171 

(2019)” because it failed to address a more recent LUBA decision. 

Staff relied on Richards to analyze the phrase “existing commercial farming operation,” which is 

undefined in both Benton County’s Development Code or the LCDC regulations (OAR 660-033). 

To develop a framework for its analysis, staff turned to OAR 660-033-0020(2)(a) which is LCDC’s 

definition of “commercial agricultural enterprise,” and the approach endorsed by LUBA in 

Richards at 177 fn. 4. 

As part of its analysis of the LCDC regulation, staff assessed the scale and intensity of the farm 

use by examining farming income, and whether the operations contribute to the area’s existing 

agricultural economy or will help maintain agricultural processors and established farm 

markets.  These are all elements identified in OAR 660-033-002(2)(a). 

Despite LUBA’s explicit reference to this definition as guidance for determining whether an 

“existing commercial farming operation” can be proven, Petitioner asserts a concurring opinion 

in a later LUBA decision should be followed, and not the unanimous decision in Richards. 

Petitioner cites to, and relies on, Stratton v. Clackamas County, __ Or LUBA __, LUBA No. 2021-

044 (Aug. 30, 2021). But, rather than citing the unanimous decision, Petitioner used a 

concurring opinion to support their argument that the Richards analytical framework is 

incorrect.  That is a misplaced argument for the simple fact that concurring opinions are not 

binding legal precedent. See Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 285 n.5 (2001) (concurring 

opinions normally do not have precedential effect); Bronson v. Bd. of Educ. of Cincinnati, 510 F. 

Supp. 1251, 1265 (S.D. Ohio 1980) (“concurring opinions have no legal effect, and thus, are in 

no way binding on any court”); Ryan M. Moore, Comment, I Concur! Do I Matter?: Developing a 

Framework for Determining the Precedential Influence of Concurring Opinions, 84 Temp. L. Rev. 

743, 744 (2012) (“concurring opinions written by a single appellate-level jurist are not 

4500 SW Research Way 

PO Box 3020 
Corvallis, OR 97339-3020 

Office: (541) 766-6890 
Website: co.benton.or.us 
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considered binding upon lower courts and have almost no dispositive impact upon the law on 

which they speak”). 

In both Richards and Stratton, the unanimous opinions of the LUBA Board emphasize the 

discretion given counties in interpreting the phrase “existing commercial farming operation.” 

See Stratton at 5-6; Richards at 179.  Staff chose to use OAR 660-033-0002(2)(a) as guidance for 

its interpretation. That was not incorrect and was, in fact, cited in Richards as an acceptable 

means of assessing whether a “commercial farming operation” exists. 

2. The Word “Required” is not Ambiguous. 

BCC 55.120 describes when a Relative Farm Help Dwelling will be permitted.  Subsection (1)(b) 

includes the condition when the relative “whose assistance in the management and farm use of 

the existing commercial farming operation (not including marijuana) is required by the farm 

operator.”  Staff interpreted the word “required” by looking to both the Merriam-Webster and 

Cambridge Dictionaries for the definition. 

Petitioner objects to the county’s interpretation and offers their own definition, from a 

different dictionary. This is simply a case of opposing interpretations.  But, in this particular 

case, Benton County’s interpretation is given significant deference. 

The Oregon Supreme Court found when a local government interprets its own development 

code, it is “entitled to the deference described in ORS 197.829(1).” Siporen v. City of Medford, 

349 Or. 247, 258 (2010). 

 And the extent of that deference is substantial: 

[W]hen a local government plausibly interprets its own land use regulations by 

considering and then choosing between or harmonizing conflicting provisions, 

that interpretation must be affirmed, as held in Clark v. Jackson County, 313 Or. 

508 (1992) and provided in ORS 197.829(1)(a), unless the interpretation is 

inconsistent with all of the “express language” that is relevant to the 

interpretation, or inconsistent with the purposes or policies underpinning the 

regulations. (emphasis in original)  

Id. at 259. 

When LUBA assesses whether an interpretation is “plausible,” the standard of review is “highly 

deferential” to the governing body and the “existence of a stronger or more logical 

interpretation does not render a weaker or less logical interpretation ‘implausible.’” Mark 

Latham Excavation, Inc. v. Deschutes County, 250 Or. App. 543, 555 (2012), quoted in Crowley v. 

City of Hood River, 308 Or. App. 44, 52 (2020). 

Thus, as long as staffs’ interpretation of its development code is plausible, that interpretation is 

legal and will be given significant deference. 
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3. Approval Standards Must be Clear and Objective. 

Petitioner points out ORS 197.307(4) applies to buildable land both inside and outside the UGB 

and that it requires the county to apply clear and objective standards when reviewing proposed 

development of housing. Benton County does not disagree with those assertions. 

However, the “standards” Petitioner cites as inadequate under ORS 197.307 are both clear and 

objective. 

Petitioner states, “[s]ince neither the state nor the county has defined with clear and objective 

standards what constitutes a ‘commercial’ farming operation the County may not apply the 

standard.” While it is true that phrase has not been defined, LUBA has provided clear guidance 

on how to interpret, and apply that phrase.  As previously cited above, staff used the definition 

of “commercial agricultural enterprise” in OAR 660-033-0020(2)(a) to interpret the phrase. 

LUBA has affirmed that method of interpretation because the definition in the administrative 

rule is clear and objective. Richards, 79 Or LUBA at 177 fn. 4. 

And, it is insufficient to argue that ORS 197.307(4) is not met where alternate interpretations 

are possible.  The Oregon Court of Appeals has addressed that very issue: 

[P]etitioners’ arguments rely on potential ambiguity in various terms when they 

are considered without reference to their context and the purpose of the 

ordinance. As explained above, that is not what the ‘clear and objective’ 

standard requires.   

Roberts v. City of Cannon Beach, 316 Or. App. 305, 317 (2021). 

In addition, Petitioner asserts “since the terms ‘necessary’ and ‘required’ are also not defined 

and are ambiguous, those terms are also not clear and objective and may not be the basis for 

denying the Application.”  But, again, just because Petitioner disagrees with the county’s 

interpretation, doesn’t mean the terms are not clear and objective, as noted by the Court of 

Appeals in Roberts. 

To take Petitioner’s argument to its extreme, would result in the inability of a government to 

interpret its own development code. Such interpretations are inevitable and a foundational 

element of code application.  An interpretation of code language may, and often does, result in 

opposing opinions. But, as long as its interpretation is “plausible” the county’s interpretation 

will be given high deference. See Crowley v. City of Hood River, 308 Or. App. 44, 52 (2020). 
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From: Christopher Browne
To: WILLIAMS Inga
Subject: Written testimony concerning File Number LU-22-023
Date: Wednesday, November 2, 2022 12:05:07 PM
Attachments: image_50365185.JPG

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

We have received notification of an appeal regarding the Community Development
Department's finding and conclusion that the subject application does not meet Benton County
Code 55.120(1) (b). The property location is 31992 Fern Road, Philomath, OR 97370, and the
application request is to build a farm-help dwelling for a relative of the farm operator.

Without comment on the validity of this application, we are submitting the attached
photograph for consideration by the Planning Commission in making a decision.  

Our concern is that should the application be approved, then the site of the dwelling be such
that it does not further impact our view of Mary's Peak and the foothills leading to it.

We purchased our home on one acre at 31946 Fern Road in 2016. Referring to the photograph,
we had a clear view of Mary's Peak. The only structures then visible were the stables to the
left and the subject property residence to the right. Since then our view has been impacted by
the construction of multiple structures and fencing associated with the keeping of horses.
Being partial to horses, we accept this and appreciate that the work was done professionally.

However, should a new dwelling be built south of the existing residence, then it would
substantially and further impact our view to the west.  We therefore request that, should the
application be approved by the Planning Commission, then that approval should specify the
location be not south of the existing residence.

Thank you for consideration of this request and testimony.

Christopher and Shelley Browne
31946 Fern Road
Philomath, OR 97370
Home Phone: (541)929-6989
Email: brownecstb@gmail.com
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File No. LU-22-023 

STAFF REPORT 
FARM-HELP DWELLING FOR A RELATIVE 

NATURE OF APPLICATION A request for a farm-help dwelling for a relative of the farm 
operator on an approximately 64-acre property. 

APPLICABLE CRITERIA Benton County Code Sections 55.120, 55.405, 99.810 and 
99.705.   

PROPERTY LOCATION 31992 Fern Road, Philomath, OR, 97370 
T12S R6W Section 24C, Tax Lot 108 

PROPERTY OWNER 
APPLICANT  

Connie L. Jordan  
Cynthia A. Crosby 

ZONE DESIGNATION  Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) 

COMP. PLAN DESIGNATION  Agriculture 

CAC PLANNING AREA  Mid Benton (not active) 

STAFF CONTACT  Inga Williams, Inga.Williams@co.benton.or.us  

 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

On March 21, 2022, the Community Development Department received an application for an 
accessory farm-help dwelling for a relative of the farm operator and deemed it complete. This 
application is reviewed administratively pursuant to BCC 53.160. The Department is not required to 
and did not send a Notice of Application to surrounding property owners but will send a Notice of 
Decision that will allow the recipients 14 calendar days from the date of the decision to submit an 
appeal. The Department did send notice to relevant agencies and other county departments for 
review and comment on April 11, 2022.  

BACKGROUND AND PROPERTY INFORMATION 

Connie Jordon is the property owner. She purchased the property in 2015, along with a herd of 28 
Dexter cattle that were on the property. Cynthia Crosby is the applicant and is identified in the 
application as the farm operator. She and the property owner live on the property. Ms. Crosby’s 
daughter and son-in-law are the relatives who provide help to Ms. Jordon and Ms. Crosby. 

The subject property is within the Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) Zone. Surrounding land to the north, 
south, east, and west of the subject property is also zoned EFU.  Benton County Assessor records 
show that the subject property contains an existing dwelling constructed in 1987. There are three 
barns. Access is obtained from Fern Road.  

Planning Division 

Office: (541) 766-6819 

360 SW Avery Ave. 

Corvallis, OR 97333 

co.benton.or.us/cd 
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The dwelling was approved in 1986 as a farm dwelling1. The property at that time was planted in hay 
and pasturage. The approval criteria for the farm dwelling at that time is as follows: 

Whereas, currently the criteria for approval of a farm dwelling on high value farmland is an 80,0002 
dollar income test.   

A small portion of the property along the west edge is in a flood zone3. There are four types of soil on 
the parcel, all of which are considered prime farmland soils: Santiam silt loam (prime class 2e, 3e), 
McAlpin silty clay loam (prime class 2e), Linslaw loam (prime class 3e), and a small area of Dayton silt 
loam (prime class 4w). There are wetlands located on the property. One wetland is a small freshwater 
pond close behind the dwelling. The other wetland runs along the west property boundary and is a 
freshwater forested/shrub wetland.  

In the application narrative, the applicant lists many specific tasks that are necessary to maintain the 
property. These tasks, generalized, include managing: the Dexter cattle herd, the horse herd, the 
pasturage, an orchard of 35 trees (70% of which were planted in 2020 and 2021), a large garden bed, 
and a pond. The applicant indicates that income has been earned on the sale of cattle. No other 
income generating uses are described in the narrative. The applicant indicates that excess fruit and 
vegetables are distributed to a local food bank and the horses are for personal use. In accordance 
with the State’s rules and Benton County’s local regulations (copied below), the only identified farm 
use of the property is the cattle breeding operation. 

BCC 51.015(15) "Farm use" means the following: (a) In only the Exclusive Farm Use, Forest 
Conservation, and Multi-Purpose Agriculture zones, “farm use” means the current employment of 
land for the primary purpose of obtaining a profit in money by raising, harvesting and selling crops 
or the feeding, breeding, management and sale of, or produce of, livestock, poultry, fur-bearing 
animals, or honeybees, or for dairying and the sale of dairy products or any other agricultural or 
horticultural use or animal husbandry or any combination thereof. Marijuana, grown 
commercially pursuant to a license issued by the State of Oregon, is a crop. "Farm Use" includes 
the preparation, storage and disposal by marketing or otherwise of the products or by-products 
raised on such land for human or animal use. "Farm use" also includes the current employment of 
land for the primary purpose of obtaining a profit in money by stabling or training equines 
including but not limited to providing riding lessons, training clinics and schooling shows. "Farm 
Use" also includes the propagation, cultivation, maintenance and harvesting of aquatic, bird and 
other animal species that are under the jurisdiction of the State Fish and Wildlife Commission, to 
the extent allowed by the rules adopted by the Commission. "Farm use" includes the on-site 
construction and maintenance of equipment and facilities used for the activities described in this 
subsection. "Farm use" does not include the use of land subject to the provisions of ORS Chapter 
321, except land used exclusively for growing cultured Christmas trees defined in ORS 215.203 (3) 

 
1 Planning Files # MA-86-26 
2 Gross annual income from the sale of farm products, not including marijuana, in each of the last two years or three of the 

last five years, or in an average of three of the last five years 
3 Panel 41043C0500G, Effective 9/29/2010 
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or land described in ORS 321.267 (3) or 321.824. A wholesale or retail plant nursery is considered 
horticultural use and therefore is allowed under this definition.  

COMMENTS 

Gordon Kurtz, Associate Engineer for Benton County Public Works, submitted comments on the 
application on April 11, 2022.   
 “No road improvements will be required in association with this application.” 

Community Development Response: No response needed. 

Bernard S. Altenbach, Engineer/Survey Technician 2 for Benton County Public Works, submitted 
comments on the application.  
 “No Road Approach Permit required.” 

Community Development Response: No response needed. 

Rich Saalsaa, Fire and Life Safety Officer for Philomath Fire and Rescue, submitted comments on the 
application. 

“Any new dwelling must have a completed Access and Water Supply Worksheet. The site plan 
must also show access driveway, length and width, and if >150’ from Fern, a turnaround.”  

Community Development Response: These requirements will be necessary at the building permit 
stage. This requirement will not be applied at this stage of the process.  

FINDINGS APPLYING CODE CRITERIA 

All applications are subject to the requirements of the Benton County Development Code (BCC).  
Pertinent sections of Code are excerpted below, distinguished by boldface type.  Excerpts from the 
applicant’s testimony are in italics. 

CHAPTER 55 

BCC 55.120 Farm-Help Dwelling for a Relative of the Farm Operator.  
(1) One farm-related dwelling may be permitted on a lawfully established parcel or lot, subject to 
administrative review by the Planning Official pursuant to BCC 53.160 for compliance with the 
following criteria: 

Findings and Conclusion regarding a lawfully established parcel: This parcel and adjacent parcels 
were originally a part of a 92-acre parcel, identified as Tax Lot 101, T12S R6W Section 24. The 92-acre 
parcel was partitioned to segregate out a 5.4-acre and an 11.38-acre parcel in November 1978. In 
1983, a 0.61-acre non-farm parcel, with existing dwelling, located along Fern Road4 was partitioned 
from the 75 acres through a minor land partition application. Another partition was approved in June 
1986 to create a 10.16-acre parcel and the existing 64-acre parcel5. The Community Development 
Department concludes that this parcel is lawfully established. This criterion is met. 

(a) The dwelling will be located on property used for farm use; 

Findings: The property assessor has classified the property as 551, which is a commercial farming 
classification. According to the farm operator, when the owner purchased the property, she also 
purchased the herd of 28 Dexter cattle that were on the property. The bull and several cow/calf 
pairs were sold and other cows were butchered in 2019 and the meat sold. A new bull was 
purchased in 2020 to continue the breeding operation.  

 
4 Planning Files # LD-82-38 
5 Planning Files # PC-86-10 
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“To date, the Owner, Connie, and the farm operator, Cindy, have managed (sold, purchased, or 
butchered) 55 cattle on the property since purchasing the initial herd.” 

The management of the cattle herd meets the definition of “farm use” in that the farm operator is 
obtaining a profit in money by the feeding, breeding, management and sale of livestock.   

Conclusion:  Based on the assessment of the property as qualifying for farm assessment and the 
applicant’s 2020 Schedule F showing gross income of $3,358, staff concludes the accessory 
dwelling will be located on property used for farm use. This criterion is met. 

(b)  The dwelling will be located on the same lot or parcel as the dwelling of the farm operator, 
and occupied by a child, parent, stepparent, grandchild, grandparent, step grandparent, 
sibling, stepsibling, niece, nephew or first cousin of the farm operator or the farm operator’s 
spouse, whose assistance in the management and farm use of the existing commercial 
farming operation (not including marijuana) is required by the farm operator; 
[BCC 55.020(2) “Farm operator” means a person who operates a farm, doing the work and 
making the day-to-day decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, feeding and 
marketing.] 

Findings and Conclusion - the dwelling will be located on the same lot or parcel as the dwelling 
of the farm operator:  

The principal dwelling is occupied by the farm operator and the property owner.  Ms. Crosby is 
considered the farm operator by the property owner. 

“Ms. Crosby works closely with Ms. Jordan to manage the farm and functions in the role of the 
farm operator including accounts payable and renewables, livestock record keeping, registration 
and marking maintenance, marketing livestock and mobile butcher process, property and pond 
upkeep, grass hay and pasture production, fertilizing and tilling schedules, orchard maintenance, 
and garden production.” 

This criterion is met. 

Findings and Conclusion- the dwelling will be occupied by a child, parent, stepparent, 
grandchild, grandparent, step grandparent, sibling, stepsibling, niece, nephew or first cousin of 
the farm operator: 

The farm operator states, in the application narrative, that the proposed dwelling will be lived in 
by her daughter, Claire, and son-in-law, Kevin. 

“Claire and Kevin have been involved with many aspects of the farm operations and have 
expressed a desire to be located closer to the farm in order to assist in more of the day-to-day 
operations.” 

This criterion is met. 

Findings and Conclusion - the relatives’ assistance in the management and farm use of the 
existing commercial farming operation is required by the farm operator: 

In the application narrative, the farm operator lists the following commercial operation tasks that 
require assistance:  

• Maintenance of the daily nutritional needs of the livestock including procuring the necessary 
feed and hay supplies for a year round operation, including storage and distribution. 

• Maintenance of the health, breeding and sales records for the livestock. This includes working 
with the local veterinary services in developing an annual calendar of routine care and 
maintenance. 
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• Fence maintenance including repairing the pastures with perimeter, cross fencing and electric 
fencing to facilitate rotational grazing throughout the 60 acres. 

• Farm equipment maintenance and tool repair. [The list of equipment is not copied here but is 
included in the applicant’s narrative] 

• Grass management and the development of short and long term goals as a grass farmer and 
hay producer. [The list of goals involved is included in the applicant’s narrative.] Also includes 
rotational grazing for the cattle and marketing any excess hay to local horse and cow owners. 

• Assistance during calving season of the Dexter cattle, butcher preparations and with any 
veterinary tasks needed to maintain the health of the livestock. 

• Well and water maintenance of the property. Filling and cleaning cattle water tanks, assuring 
well functions and protection from livestock and weather as well as routine maintenance 

• Monitoring and maintenance of infrastructure such as irrigation, electric and general fencing, 
water sources and flow, faucets, batteries, and feed supplies necessary to ensure animal safety 
and welfare and uninterrupted operations; this includes any services needed by a licensed 
worker. 

Defining the words required and necessary 

Louks v. Jackson County, 28 Or LUBA 501 (1995) - Where a local code requires that a second farm 
dwelling be shown “conclusively” to be “necessary6 for the operation of the commercial farm,” 
but does not define the term necessary, it is appropriate to use the dictionary definition of the 
term “necessary”.  Benton County Code utilizes the word required in place of the word necessary 
and does not define the term. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines required as, “stipulated as 
necessary to be done, made, or provided.” The Cambridge Dictionary defines it as, “necessary 
according to the rules or for a particular purpose.” Definitions of necessary include:  

• Merriam-Webster - absolutely needed  

• Cambridge - needed in order to achieve a particular result 

Defining commercial farming operations 

The closest definition of a commercial farming operation is from the Oregon Administrative 
Rules7:  

(2)(a) "Commercial Agricultural Enterprise" consists of farm operations that will: 
(A) Contribute in a substantial way to the area's existing agricultural economy; and 
(B) Help maintain agricultural processors and established farm markets. 

(b) When determining whether a farm is part of the commercial agricultural enterprise, not 
only what is produced, but how much and how it is marketed shall be considered. These 
are important factors because of the intent of Goal 3 to maintain the agricultural economy 
of the state. 

The definition has been further developed by a decision in a 2019 Land Use Board of Appeals 
(LUBA) case, Richards v. Jefferson County, 79 Or 171, which outlines various methods that can be 
used to determine if a farm operation constitutes a commercial farming operation. From LUBA’s 
findings in the case:   

“We here describe the two approaches discussed in Richards I and Harland as ‘safe harbors,’ 
because they are based on specific and facially more rigorous rule standards that apply to 
somewhat analogous determinations and uses governed by OAR chapter 660, division 033. 
The two approaches are based on (1) the OAR 660-033-0020 standards for determining what 

 
6 Necessary is the term used in ORS 215.283(d) 
7 Chapter 660 Division 33 AGRICULTURAL LAND 660-033-0020 Definitions 
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minimum parcel size is consistent with continuing the "commercial agricultural enterprise" 
within a local area, and (2) the OAR 660-033-0135 standards for approving a dwelling in 
conjunction with farm use. The rationale is that if a farm operation meets or exceeds the local 
thresholds for a ‘commercial agricultural enterprise,’ or the farm operation is productive 
enough to qualify for a primary farm dwelling, then a county could safely conclude, without 
more analysis, that the farm operation is also a ‘commercial farming operation’ for purposes 
of approving a ‘relative farm help dwelling’ under OAR 660-033-0130(9). To those two 
identified ‘safe harbors,’ we can add a third. OAR 660- 033-0130(24)(b) sets out standards for 
when a farm operation with a primary farm dwelling qualifies for an accessory farm dwelling, 
occupied by a nonrelative. Because a relative farm help dwelling is similar in function to an 
‘accessory farm dwelling’ allowed under OAR 660-033-0130(24), if the farm operation 
supporting the primary farm dwelling is sufficient to qualify the property for an accessory 
farm dwelling under the standards at OAR 660-033- 0130(24)(b), we think a county could 
safely conclude, without more, that the farm operation qualifies as a ‘commercial farming 
operation’ for purposes of OAR 660-033-0130(9). Of course, the reverse is not true: if the 
farming operation supporting a proposed relative farm help dwelling did not meet or exceed 
the relevant standards under any of these three ‘safe harbors,’ it would not necessarily mean 
that the county must conclude that the farming operation at issue is not a "commercial 
farming operation" for purposes of OAR 660-033- 0130(9). It means only that the county must 
grapple with that issue directly and do the hard work of articulating the thresholds it will apply 
in determining whether the farm operation at issue qualifies as a ‘commercial farming 
operation’." 

“…., we believe that, as a legal matter, what distinguishes an existing ‘commercial’ farming 
operation from its noncommercial counterparts is largely a matter of scale and intensity. 
Roughly speaking, we believe a commercial farming operation is one that is of sufficient scale 
and intensity that would induce and require a reasonable farmer to devote the majority of his 
or her working hours to operating a farm on the subject property.”  

The applicant has submitted a Schedule F showing gross income in 2020 to be $3,358. This is 4% 
of the income required for a farm dwelling approval under current Code requirements. Under the 
first two safe harbors of the LUBA rationale cited above, the farm operation is not productive 
enough to qualify for a primary farm dwelling and therefore the county can conclude it is also not 
productive enough for purposes of approving a relative farm help dwelling. The third safe harbor 
also hinges on the same local income requirements for an accessory farm dwelling (BCC 55.115), 
which LUBA concludes is similar in function to a relative help dwelling. This request does not meet 
the minimum requirements in the Benton County Code for an accessory dwelling unit and so this 
safe harbor is not met. Therefore, the decision for this application hinges upon if the operation is 
one that is of sufficient scale and intensity that would induce and require a reasonable farmer to 
devote the majority of his or her working hours to operating a farm on the subject property.  

The applicant does not indicate the farm operator’s time spent in running the commercial portion 
of the agricultural operations but given that this is a small portion of the overall agricultural 
activities occurring on the property, it can be concluded that the majority of the farm operator’s 
time is not spent in the cattle breeding operation. The amount of assistance that is needed by the 
relative in that commercial operation is also not specified. Based on the amount of gross income 
from the operation, it can be concluded that the cattle breeding operation does not contribute in 
a substantial way to the support of the family and so the relatives must support themselves by 
other means, with the majority of their time in that pursuit. It can also be concluded that it does 
not contribute substantially to the area's existing agricultural economy nor help maintain 
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agricultural processors and established farm markets. The conclusion is that the relatives’ help is 
not absolutely needed for management of the commercial agricultural operation and therefore it 
is not necessary for the relatives to live on the property. 

The size of the property, which is below the State’s established minimum acreage requirements, 
limits the amount of commercial agriculture that can be conducted. It appears unlikely that the 
size of the herd could be increased in any great capacity. Income from fruit and vegetables and 
hay could be generated in the future but it is questionable that it would increase income or the 
scale of the commercial farming operation to a level significant enough for approval of an 
accessory dwelling.  

Conclusion: This criterion is not met. 

(c) The farm operator shall continue to play the predominant role in the management and farm 
use of the farm. For purposes of this section, a farm operator is a person who operates a farm, 
doing the work and making the day-to-day decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, 
feeding and marketing.  

Findings: The farm operator indicates that she and the owner have been taking classes from 
OSU’s Small Farms Program. This indicates a willingness of the farm operator to maintain the 
predominant role in management of the farm but this is not explicitly stated in the application. 

Conclusion:  This criterion is probably met. 

(d) Notwithstanding ORS 92.010 to 92.190 or the minimum lot or parcel requirements of the zone, 
if the owner of a dwelling described in this section obtains construction financing or other 
financing secured by the dwelling and the secured party forecloses on the dwelling, the secured 
party may also foreclose on the homesite, as defined in ORS 308A.250, and the foreclosure shall 
operate as a partition of the homesite to create a new parcel.  Prior conditions of approval for 
the subject land and dwelling remain in effect.  For the purpose of this section, “foreclosure” 
means only those foreclosures that are exempt from partition under ORS 92.010(7)(a). 

Findings: Benton County code requires that no new parcel shall be created from a lot or parcel 
containing a farm help dwelling for a relative. Therefore, except for the foreclosure described in 
this section, future approval of a land division for the subject property that would separate the 
accessory farm-help dwelling approved pursuant to BCC 55.120 from the primary dwelling would 
not be approved unless a secured party foreclosed on the dwelling.  

Conclusion: No conclusion necessary. 

(e) The landowner shall sign a covenant as required by BCC 55.405(6).  

55.405 Siting Standards and Requirements. (6) Approval of any dwelling in the EFU zone shall 
include a condition of approval requiring the landowner for the dwelling to sign and record in 
the deed records for the county a document binding the landowner and the landowner’s 
successors in interest, prohibiting them from pursuing a claim for relief or cause of action 
alleging injury from farming or forest practices for which no action or claim is allowed under 
ORS 30.936 or 30.937.  

Conclusion: If the application were to be approved, this would be a Condition of Approval. 

(g) The subject tract is not employed in the growing of a marijuana crop. 

Findings: There is no indication that marijuana is grown on the subject tract. There have been no 
requests for a Land Use Compatibility Statement for a license to grow marijuana for this parcel. 

Conclusion: This criterion is met. 
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BCC 55.405 Siting Standards and Requirements. All structures allowed in the Exclusive Farm Use 
Zone shall be sited in compliance with BCC Chapter 99 and the following additional standards: 
BCC 55.405(1) through (5) Siting Standards. 

Findings: The remaining siting standards in BCC 55.405(1) through (5) must be evaluated based on a 
site-specific development plan, which would occur at the time the applicant submits plans for a 
building permit.  

Conclusion: If the application were to be approved, this would be a Condition of Approval. 

CHAPTER 99 

BCC 99.810 Water Well Standards for Building Permit. If a well is proposed for a dwelling or place 
of public occupancy, the applicant shall submit the following evidence that the well yields an 
adequate flow of microbiologically safe water for each dwelling or use: 

(1) A well log prepared by a licensed well driller and filed with the State Watermaster indicating 
the well is a drilled, cased well.  

(2) A water quality test prepared by an approved testing laboratory showing that the well meets 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards for coliform bacteria and nitrates. If 
water quality does not meet the EPA standards, the Benton County Health Department must 
approve plans for water treatment. 

(3) A Minor Pump Test pursuant to BCC 99.845 performed within the past year. However, 
notwithstanding BCC 99.845(4), wells on other properties need not be tested. 

Findings: The applicant requests approval for a Farm Help Dwelling for Relative, therefore BCC 
99.810 would apply to a subsequent building permit to authorize the establishment of a dwelling 
on the property.  

Conclusion: If the application were to be approved, this would be a Condition of Approval. 

BCC 99.705. Sewage Disposal. Each proposed dwelling…shall be served by a sewage disposal system 
which complies with the requirements of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. [BCC 
99.705] 

Findings: A Septic Authorization Notice would be required for the connection of the Farm Help 
Dwelling for a Relative to an existing system. 

Conclusion: If the application were to be approved, this would be a Condition of Approval. 

CONCLUSION and DECISION 

Based on the findings above, as well as information in the file, the Planning Official has determined 
that the application does not meet the criteria for an accessory farm-help dwelling for a relative of 
the farm operator. The application is DENIED because it does not meet BCC 55.120(1)(b). 
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS1

OF THE STATE OF OREGON2
3

JOHN L. LOUKS, KENDRA G. LOUKS, )4
THOMAS LAVAGNINO, and VICKI )5
LAVAGNINO, )6

)7
Petitioners, )8

)9
vs. )10

) LUBA No. 93-13311
JACKSON COUNTY, )12

) FINAL OPINION13
Respondent, ) AND ORDER14

)15
and )16

)17
ASSOCIATED FRUIT COMPANY, )18

)19
Intervenor-Respondent. )20

21
22

Appeal from Jackson County.23
24

G. Philip Arnold, Ashland, filed the petition for25
review on behalf of petitioners.  With him on the brief was26
Drescher & Arnold.  John L. Louks, Medford, filed a reply27
brief and argued on his own behalf.28

29
No appearance by respondent.30

31
John R. Hassen and Richard H. Berman, Medford, filed32

the response brief and argued on behalf of intervenor-33
respondent.  With them on the brief was Blackhurst,34
Hornecker, Hassen & Ervin B. Hogan.35

36
HOLSTUN, Chief Referee; SHERTON, Referee; KELLINGTON,37

Referee, participated in the decision.38
39

REMANDED 01/11/9440
41

You are entitled to judicial review of this Order.42
Judicial review is governed by the provisions of ORS43
197.850.44
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Opinion by Holstun.1

NATURE OF THE DECISION2

Petitioners appeal a county hearings officer's decision3

approving two farm dwellings on an EFU-zoned parcel.4

MOTION TO INTERVENE5

Associated Fruit Company, the applicant below, moves to6

intervene on the side of respondent.  There is no opposition7

to the motion, and it is allowed.8

FACTS9

The relevant facts are set forth in the challenged10

decision:11

"* * * The subject property * * * consists of12
108.29 acres.  The property * * * is a producing13
pear orchard owned and managed, along with other14
orchards, by Associated Fruit Co.  Applicant owns15
or operates a total of approximately 1,500 acres16
of orchard land at various locations in the Rogue17
Valley.18

"Applicant has been in the orchard business for 5019
years.  The average annual value of applicant's20
gross farm sales for three years preceding the21
application exceeded $5,000,000.  Applicant's22
profits are approximately $150-300 per acre and23
constitute about 1% of the gross income per acre.24

"Applicant employs approximately 40 full-time25
workers and as many as 150 additional workers on a26
seasonal basis.  Both full-time and seasonal27
workers are engaged in the planting, raising,28
harvesting[,] packing and shipping of applicant's29
orchard products.30

"There is one existing farm dwelling on the31
property which is licensed, seasonally, as a farm32
labor camp.  * * *33
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"Applicant currently provides 13 single family1
dwellings for its full-time employees and 52
seasonal-worker residential facilities for3
approximately 80 individuals.  The proposed farm4
dwellings would be occupied by applicant's full-5
time employees."  Record 7-8.6

FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR7

Petitioners contend the challenged decision violates8

former Jackson County Land Development Ordinance (LDO)9

218.030(4).1  LDO 218.030(4) identifies the following10

permitted uses in the EFU zone:11

"Farm dwellings * * * and other buildings12
customarily provided in conjunction with farm use.13
More than one farm dwelling shall not be permitted14
unless substantial evidence is provided which15
shows conclusively that the additional farm16
dwelling is necessary for the operation of the17
commercial farm. * * *18

"* * * * *"19

Petitioners argue the evidence in the record does not20

"conclusively" establish "that the additional farm dwelling21

is necessary for the operation of the commercial farm," as22

required by LDO 218.030(4).  Petitioners are correct.23

As the hearings officer's findings point out,24

LDO 218.030(4) differs significantly from ORS 215.213(1)(g)25

and 215.283(1)(f), which allow farm dwellings in EFU zones.26

Neither statute requires that an applicant carry an27

                    

1After the decision challenged in this appeal was rendered, the county
amended LDO Chapter 218 to comply with Oregon Laws 1993, chapter 792
(HB 3661).  Those amendments repealed the provisions of former
LDO 218.030(4) which petitioners contend the hearings officer erroneously
found to be satisfied in this case.
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evidentiary burden to demonstrate "conclusively" that a1

proposed farm dwelling be "necessary for the operation of2

the commercial farm."  LDO 218.030(4) does not impose that3

burden for the first farm dwelling, but it does impose that4

burden for subsequent farm dwellings.5

The hearings officer recognized that decisions by LUBA6

and the appellate courts have considered the meaning of the7

term "necessary" in the context of the requirement under8

Statewide Planning Goal 4 (Forest Lands) that forest9

management dwellings be "necessary for and accessory to10

forest uses."  Record 9.  However, the hearings officer11

concluded that interpretations of the meaning of the term12

"necessary" in the Goal 4 context need not be applied in13

this case, because the EFU zone at issue here implements14

Goal 3 (Agricultural Land).  While the hearings officer15

found the term "necessary" should not be interpreted in the16

same way it has been interpreted in the Goal 4 context, he17

did not explain how he believed it should be interpreted.218

Although it is true the challenged LDO provision was19

adopted to implement Goal 3 rather than Goal 4, that is not20

a sufficient basis for assigning a different meaning to the21

word "necessary," as it is used in LDO 218.030(4).  Just as22

                    

2The hearings officer also found that even if the "necessary"
requirement of LDO 218.030(4) were interpreted in the same manner it has
been interpreted under Goal 4, the disputed dwellings are necessary for
intervenor's commercial farming operation.  For the reasons explained
below, the record does not support that finding.
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the LDO does not define the term "necessary" as that term is1

used in LDO 218.030(4), the Lane County Code did not define2

that term as it was used in the code provisions at issue in3

1000 Friends of Oregon v. LCDC (Lane County), 83 Or App 278,4

282-83, 731 P2d 457, on reconsideration 85 Or App 6195

(1987), aff'd 305 Or 384 (1988).  In that case the Court of6

Appeals explained its understanding of the "necessary"7

component of the "necessary and accessory" requirement in8

the Goal 4 context as follows:9

"* * * The dictionary definition [of necessary] is10
'that cannot be done without: that must be done or11
had: absolutely required.'  Webster's Third New12
International Dictionary 1511 (1976).  That13
definition is compatible with LCDC's use of14
'necessary' and with Goal 4's requirement that15
forest lands be preserved for forest uses.  Lane16
County's criteria would allow dwellings which can17
be done without, need not be had and are not18
absolutely required for a forest use; they19
therefore do not comply with the goal.20

"* * * Living on the land may help deter21
arsonists, and thereby enhance production, but22
that fact does not render a forest dwelling23
necessary.  For a forest dwelling to be necessary24
and accessory to wood fiber production, it must,25
at least, be difficult to manage the land for26
forest production without the dwelling.  The27
purpose of the dwelling must be to make possible28
the production of trees which it would not29
otherwise be physically possible to produce. * *30
*"  (Emphasis added.)31

In Champion International v. Douglas County, 16 Or LUBA32

132, 138-39 (1987), we explained that the first of the above33

emphasized sentences suggests a mere "difficulty" standard,34

while the last sentence suggests an "impossibility" standard35
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which would preclude approval of forest dwellings in most1

circumstances.  We explained:2

"While it is possible to read the Court of3
Appeals' decision in its entirety to reject a4
literal 'impossibility' standard for forest5
dwellings, it is also unmistakable that the Court6
of Appeals believes substantially more than7
convenience, enhancement, and cost efficiencies8
are required to show a dwelling is necessary for9
forest use."10

See also Tipperman v. Union County, 22 Or LUBA 775 (1992);11

Dodd v. Hood River County, 22 Or LUBA 717 (1992).12

Absent a contrary definition in the LDO or some13

legislative history to the contrary, we believe the term14

"necessary" in LDO 218.030(4) has the same meaning it has in15

the Goal 4 context.  Differences between farm uses and16

management practices on the one hand and forest uses and17

management practices on the other may affect the result when18

determining whether a dwelling is "necessary" on these19

different kinds of resource lands.  However, there is no20

basis for assigning a different meaning to the word21

necessary.322

                    

3We review petitioners' challenges of the hearings officer's
interpretation and application of LDO 218.030(4) to determine whether the
interpretation is reasonable and correct.  McCoy v. Linn County, 90 Or App
271, 752 P2d 323 (1988).  In considering the hearings officer's
interpretation, we do not apply the more deferential standard of review
that would be required by ORS 197.829 and Clark v. Jackson County, 313 Or
508, 836 P2d 710 (1992), if the challenged decision had been adopted by the
local governing body.  Gage v. City of Portland, 319 Or 308, 877 P2d 1187
(1994); Watson v. Clackamas County, 129 Or App 428, 879 P2d 1309, rev den
320 Or 407 (1994).
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Turning to the challenged decision, the hearings1

officer correctly notes there is evidence in the record that2

efficiency and productivity of the orchard would be enhanced3

by allowing on-site dwellings.  Among the factors noted in4

the decision are "frost control, prevention of trespassing,5

vandalism and theft."  Record 9.  The findings go on to6

explain that the existing dwelling on the 108 acres has not7

prevented trespass, vandalism or theft.48

The record is this case does not show the proposed9

dwellings are necessary for the commercial operation.  The10

findings make no attempt to explain how the requested houses11

will deter trespass, vandalism and theft, if the dwelling12

already on the property does not.  We also have difficulty13

seeing how the proposed dwellings will have any deterrent14

effect with regard to other parcels that make up this large15

commercial orchard operation.  Moreover, as petitioners16

correctly point out, this commercial orchard has operated17

for years without the requested dwellings.  This strongly18

suggests that while the dwellings might make the operation19

more efficient, more profitable and less susceptible to20

trespass, vandalism and theft, the dwellings are not21

"necessary" for the continuation of the commercial farm.22

We do not mean to minimize the problems identified in23

the local proceedings that may be associated with the24

                    

4Intervenor correctly notes pears are significantly easier to steal than
are trees.
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currently inadequate supply of housing for year-round and1

seasonal farm workers.  However, that shortage does not2

establish the requested housing on the subject 108 acre3

parcel is "necessary."54

The first assignment of error is sustained.5

SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR6

Petitioners contend the hearings officer erred when he7

considered the commercial farm to be the entire 1500 acres8

included in intervenor's commercial farming operation.9

Petitioners cite no provision of the LDO that would10

permit or require the hearings officer to consider less than11

intervenor's entire commercial farming operation.  The12

hearings officer's interpretation and application of13

LDO 218.030(4) as referring to intervenor's entire14

commercial farm, not just the subject 108 acre parcel, is15

consistent with the language of LDO 218.030(4).16

The second assignment of error is denied.17

REMAINING ISSUES18

Intervenor-respondent argues the county's decision19

should be affirmed in this case, without regard to LDO20

218.030(4), because that provision is inconsistent with and21

                    

5We do not go so far as to say the county could not establish that the
proposed housing is "necessary" within the meaning of LDO 218.030(4).
However, in view of the high standard imposed by LDO 218.030(4) and the
lack of a requirement for a showing of necessity in the current approval
standards that would apply to a new application, the applicant may wish to
submit a new application and proceed under current approval standards.
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preempted by ORS 197.312(2) and 215.283(1)(f).6  We reject1

the argument for two reasons.2

First, intervenor's argument that the county erred in3

applying LDO 218.030(4), and should have found that4

provision to be preempted by the cited statutes, is properly5

presented in a petition for review or a cross-petition for6

review.  That challenge to the county's application of LDO7

218.030(4) cannot be made in a response brief.  McKay Creek8

Valley Assoc. v. Washington County, 25 Or LUBA 238, 243,9

rev'd on other grounds, 122 Or App 59 (1993).10

Second, testimony submitted on intervenor's behalf to11

the hearings officer cited a number of statutes, including12

the statutes it now contends preempt LDO 218.030(4), in13

support of its contention that there is a need for farm14

worker housing.  Supplemental Record 62.  In response to the15

hearings officer's inquiry concerning whether the evidence16

of need for farm worker housing provides a basis for17

imposing a "lesser burden" than required under the LDO,18

                    

6ORS 197.312(2) provides:

"No * * * county may impose any approval standards, special
conditions or procedures on seasonal and year-round farm-worker
housing that are not clear and objective or have the effect,
either in themselves or cumulatively, of discouraging seasonal
and year-round farm-worker housing through unreasonable cost or
delay or by discriminating against such housing."

ORS 215.283(1)(f) allows the following uses in EFU zones:

"The dwellings and other buildings customarily provided in
conjunction with farm use."
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intervenor's representative stated it did not.  Supplemental1

Record 64.   We agree with petitioners that intervenor2

affirmatively waived the issue it attempts to raise in the3

response brief, i.e., that the county could approve the4

disputed dwellings without finding they comply with the5

"necessary" requirement of LDO 218.030(4).7  See Newcomer v.6

Clackamas County, 92 Or App 174, 187, 758 P2d 450, modified7

94 Or App 33 (1988); Louisiana Pacific v. Umatilla Co., 268

Or LUBA 247, 258 (1993).9

The county's decision is remanded.10

                    

7Because we do not reach the preemption issue intervenor attempts to
raise in its response brief, we express no opinion concerning the merits of
that argument.
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OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

KEVIN RICHARDS, 
Petitioner, 

and 
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JEFFERSON COUNTY, 
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and 

NEW GRASS LLC, 
JEFF DUPONT and JENNIFER DUPONT, 

Intervenors-Respondents. 

LUBA No. 2018-117 

FINAL OPINION 
AND ORDER 

Appeal from Jefferson County. 

Andrew Mulkey, Eugene, filed a petition for review and argued on behalf 
of petitioner. 

Rory Isbell, Bend, filed a petition for review and argued on behalf of 
intervenor-petitioner. With him on the brief was Central Oregon Landwatch. 
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1 Opinion by Bassham. 

2 NATURE OF THE DECISION 

3 Petitioner appeals a decision on remand approving a relative farm help 

4 dwelling. 

5 FACTS 

6 We repeat the relevant facts from our earlier decision, Richards v. 

7 Jefferson County,_ Or LUBA _ (LUBA No 2017-103, Jan 3, 2018) (slip op 

8 at 2-3) (Richards I): 

9 "The subject property is a rectangular 119-acre parcel located 
10 approximately two miles south of the city of Madras. The property 
11 is developed with a single-family dwelling located in its northeast 
12 comer and a shop building located near the middle of the southern 
13 border. The property currently supports a hay-growing operation, 
14 irrigated by a center-pivot, supplemented by handline and wheel-
15 line irrigation in the comers.* * * 

16 "The property is owned by New Grass, LLC, whose principals are 
17 Jennifer DuPont and Jeff DuPont (the DuPonts). The DuPonts own 
18 several businesses, including two in Madras with a total of 25 
19 employees. In 2011, the DuPonts purchased the subject property 
20 under a land sale contract. From 2011 on, the DuPonts farmed the 
21 property with one or more of their sons, growing hay, and reported 
22 revenue from farm operations through an S corporation, Arrow D. 
23 In February 2017, the DuPonts, via New Grass, LLC, acquired title 
24 to the property. The DuPonts currently reside in the primary 
25 dwelling on the property. 

26 "In early 2017, the DuPonts bought approximately 100 head of 
27 cattle, and grazed them on leased lands located some distance from 
28 the subject property, supplemented by hay grown on the subject 
29 property. The DuPonts informed the county that they intend to 
30 transport the cattle to the subject property in the fall to graze off 
31 the aftermath of the hay harvest. 
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1 "In April 2017, the DuPonts, through New Grass, LLC, filed an 
2 application for a relative farm help dwelling, to allow their son 
3 Jeremy DuPont to live on the farm and assist with farm operations. 
4 The proposed accessory dwelling would be located near the 
5 existing shop building. * * *" 

6 Neighboring farmers, including petitioner, opposed the application, arguing that 

7 the DuPonts failed to demonstrate compliance with the code standards 

8 governing approval of a relative farm help dwelling, including requirements 

9 that the applicant establish that the "farm operator," who plays a "predominant 

10 role" in a "commercial farming operation," "does or will require the assistance" 

11 of a relative to manage the farm operation. 1 

12 The county planning commission and board of commissioners approved 

13 the application. The petitioners appealed the commissioners' decision to 

1 Jefferson County Zoning Ordinance (JCZO) 301.6(F) requires the 
applicant for a relative farm help dwelling (which the JCZO terms an 
"Accessory Farm Dwelling for a Relative") to demonstrate compliance with the 
following relevant standards: 

"3. The farm operator does or will require the assistance of the 
relative in the management of the existing commercial 
farming operation; and 

"4. The farm operator will continue to play the predominant role 
in the management and farm use of the farm. A farm 
operator is a person who operates a farm, doing the work 
and making the day-to-day decisions about such things as 
planting, harvesting, feeding and marketing." 

JCZO 301.6(F) implements OAR 660-033-0130(9) in substantively identical 
language. OAR 660-033-0130(9) is quoted below. 
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1 LUBA. LUBA sustained the petitioners' second and third assignments of error, 

2 remanding to Jefferson County (the county) for additional evidence and 

3 findings regarding the approval standards, including: (1) the identity of the 

4 "farm operator," (2) whether the farm operator continues to play "the 

5 predominant role" in the farming operation, (3) whether the farm operator "does 

6 or will require the assistance" of a relative to manage the farm operation, and 

7 ( 4) whether the farm operation qualifies as a "commercial farming operation." 

8 On remand, the county accepted additional evidence from Jeff DuPont, 

9 and adopted additional findings. This appeal followed. 

10 FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (COLW) 

11 Intervenor-petitioner Central Oregon Landwatch (COLW) argues that the 

12 county's decision on remand violated the "law of the case" established m 

13 Richards I, because it is inconsistent with the terms ofLUBA's remand. 

14 As noted, LUBA remanded the county's initial decision for the county to 

15 adopt more adequate findings, supported by substantial evidence, regarding four 

16 matters that the applicant has the burden of establishing in order to demonstrate 

17 compliance with the approval criteria governing a relative farm help dwelling. 

18 COL W contends that in Richards I LUBA established as a matter of law that 

19 certain findings and evidence are necessary to establish compliance with OAR 

20 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F), with respect to the "farm operator," 

21 "predominant role," "does or will require the assistance," and "commercial 

22 farming operation" elements of the applicable standards. According to COL W, 
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1 on remand the county ignored LUBA's directives and instead adopted 

2 conclusory findings that fail to grapple with and resolve, based on substantial 

3 evidence, each of the elements that the applicants must establish in order to gain 

4 approval of a relative farm help dwelling under OAR 660-033-0130(9) and 

5 JCZO 301.6(F). 

6 As discussed below, we agree with petitioner and COL W that the 

7 county's findings on remand, combined with its original findings, are still 

8 inadequate to demonstrate compliance with all of the applicable OAR 660-033-

9 0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) standards, and that some findings are still not 

10 supported by substantial evidence. But we agree with the county that COL W' s 

11 arguments regarding "law of the case" do not provide a basis-or at least an 

12 independent basis-for reversal or remand. COL W' s arguments regarding "law 

13 of the case" are based on Beck v. City of Tillamook, 313 Or 148, 831 P2d 678 

14 (1992). At issue in Beck was whether a party could fail to appeal an adverse 

15 LUBA ruling in a decision that remanded to the local government, but instead 

16 wait until the remand decision comes back to LUBA to challenge that adverse 

17 ruling before LUBA and the Court of Appeals. Id. at 151. The Oregon Supreme 

18 Court held that matters conclusively resolved before LUBA cannot be 

19 relitigated in subsequent appeals of subsequent decisions on the same matter. 

20 I d. at 151-54. However, COL W has not established how that principle is 

21 violated where (1) LUBA remands to the county to adopt new findings, based 

22 on substantial evidence, and (2) on remand, the county accepts new evidence 
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1 and adopts new findings, as LUBA directed. COLW cites to nothing in the 

2 record on remand or in the county's remand decision suggesting that the county 

3 attempted to relitigate any issue conclusively resolved in Richards I. While our 

4 decision in Richards I included discussion of the requirements in OAR 660-

5 033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F), and that discussion was intended to provide 

6 guidance and a framework for the proceedings on remand, COL W has not 

7 established that the county on remand took any position contrary to any issue 

8 conclusively resolved in Richards I. That we conclude below that some of the 

9 county's findings are still insufficient to demonstrate compliance with OAR 

10 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) does not mean that the county violated the 

11 "law of the case" principle articulated in Beck. 

12 In addition, COLW's arguments are duplicative of the arguments under 

13 its second and third assignments of error, which directly challenge the adequacy 

14 of the county's findings to establish compliance with OAR 660-033-0130(9) 

15 and JCZO 301.6(F). COLW's arguments under the first assignment of error do 

16 not provide an independent basis for reversal or remand and, for that reason 

17 alone, are denied. 
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1 FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (Petitioner) 
2 SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (COLW) 

3 ORS 215.283(1)(d) authorizes in the exclusive farm use (EFU) zone2 a 

4 "dwelling on real property used for farm use if the dwelling is occupied by a 

5 relative of the farm operator * * * if the farm operator does or will require the 

6 assistance of the relative in the management of the farm use and the dwelling is 

7 located on the same lot or parcel as the dwelling of the farm operator." OAR 

8 660-033-0130(9) implements and elaborates on the requirements of ORS 

9 215.283(1)(d), authorizing a relative farm help dwelling only if the dwelling is 

1 0 occupied by relatives "whose assistance in the management and farm use of the 

11 existing commercial farming operation is required by the farm operator."3 

2 In Jefferson County, the "EFU A-1" zone has been established to preserve 
areas containing predominantly irrigated agricultural soils for existing and 
future farm uses related to the production of agricultural crops or products. The 
EFU A-1 zone recognizes and preserves areas of agricultural land which are 
more productive than lands in the "EFU A-2" zone, due to soil class and 
presence of irrigation water. JCZO 301.1(A}-(B). 

3 OAR 660-033-0130(9) provides, in relevant part: 

"(a) To qualify for a relative farm help dwelling, a dwelling shall 
be occupied by relatives whose assistance in the 
management and farm use of the existing commercial 
farming operation is required by the farm operator. 
However, farming of a marijuana crop may not be used to 
demonstrate compliance with the approval criteria for a 
relative farm help dwelling. The farm operator shall 
continue to play the predominant role in the management 
and farm use of the farm. A farm operator is a person who 
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1 In its initial decision, the county adopted no findings whatsoever 

2 regarding whether the DuPonts' farm operation constitutes an "existing 

3 commercial farming operation" for purposes of OAR 660-033-0130(9) and 

4 JCZO 301.6(F). In our initial appeal, we noted that neither the rule nor the code 

5 define "commercial farming operation." The petitioners argued that, under any 

6 definition, the hay-growing operation on the subject 119-acre property is simply 

7 too small in scale and intensity to constitute a "commercial" farm operation for 

8 purposes of OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F). We remanded the 

9 decision to the county to address the issue in the first instance, after first 

10 discussing two acceptable "safe harbor" approaches, previously identified in 

11 our cases, to determining whether a farm operation qualifies as a "commercial" 

12 farm operation under the rule.4 _Or LUBA at_ (LUBA No 2017-103, Jan 3, 

operates a farm, doing the work and making the day-to-day 
decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, feeding 
and marketing. 

"(b) A relative farm help dwelling must be located on the same 
lot or parcel as the dwelling of the farm operator and must 
be on real property used for farm use. 

"(c) For the purpose of subsection (a), 'relative' means a child, 
parent, stepparent, grandchild, grandparent, stepgrandparent, 
sibling, stepsibling, niece, nephew or first cousin of the farm 
operator or the farm operator's spouse." 

4 We here describe the two approaches discussed in Richards I and Harland 
as "safe harbors," because they are based on specific and facially more rigorous 
rule standards that apply to somewhat analogous determinations and uses 
governed by OAR chapter 660, division 033. The two approaches are based on 
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1 2018) (slip op at 18-19) (citing Harland v. Polk County, 44 Or LUBA 420, 434 

2 (2003)). 

3 On remand, the county did not resolve the question of whether the 

4 DuPonts' farm operation on the property is a "commercial farming operation" 

5 in either of the two "safe harbor" ways we suggested in Richards I. The county 

(1) the OAR 660-033-0020 standards for determining what minimum parcel 
size is consistent with continuing the "commercial agricultural enterprise" 
within a local area, and (2) the OAR 660-033-0135 standards for approving a 
dwelling in conjunction with farm use. The rationale is that if a farm operation 
meets or exceeds the local thresholds for a "commercial agricultural enterprise," 
or the farm operation is productive enough to qualify for a primary farm 
dwelling, then a county could safely conclude, without more analysis, that the 
farm operation is also a "commercial farming operation" for purposes of 
approving a "relative farm help dwelling" under OAR 660-033-0130(9). 

To those two identified "safe harbors," we can add a third. OAR 660-
033-0130(24)(b) sets out standards for when a farm operation with a primary 
farm dwelling qualifies for an accessory farm dwelling, occupied by a non
relative. Because a relative farm help dwelling is similar in function to an 
"accessory farm dwelling" allowed under OAR 660-033-0130(24), if the farm 
operation supporting the primary farm dwelling is sufficient to qualify the 
property for an accessory farm dwelling under the standards at OAR 660-033-
0130(24)(b), we think a county could safely conclude, without more, that the 
farm operation qualifies as a "commercial farming operation" for purposes of 
OAR 660-033-0130(9). Of course, the reverse is not true: if the farming 
operation supporting a proposed relative farm help dwelling did not meet or 
exceed the relevant standards under any of these three "safe harbors," it would 
not necessarily mean that the county must conclude that the farming operation 
at issue is not a "commercial farming operation" for purposes of OAR 660-033-
0130(9). It means only that the county must grapple with that issue directly and 
do the hard work of articulating the thresholds it will apply in determining 
whether the farm operation at issue qualifies as a "commercial farming 
operation." 
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1 did not attempt to devise its own method, or articulate what constitutes a 

2 "commercial" versus "noncommercial" farming operation in this area of the 

3 county. Instead, the county adopted the following brief finding: 

4 "The Board finds that the Applicant's farm operation constitutes an 
5 existing commercial farm operation. The farm has farm deferral 
6 tax status. The farm exceeds the 80 acre minimum lot[] size for a 
7 farm in the EFU-A-1 zone. The operator runs cattle, grows crops, 
8 and receives irrigation on site. The operator buys, sells, and leases 
9 equipment for the farm. The operator provided tax returns that 

10 identified farm income from the property. Aerial photographs 
11 show the property has been cropped continuously for several 
12 years." Record 4. 

13 Petitioner and COL W argue, and we agree, that the above-quoted finding 

14 1s inadequate to determine whether the farming operation on the subject 

15 property constitutes a "commercial farming operation" within the meaning of 

16 OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F). 

17 The finding first cites the fact that the farm has farm deferral tax status. 

18 As petitioner argues, a farm need not be commercial in scale or intensity to 

19 qualify for deferred tax status, so this finding lends little support to the 

20 conclusion that the DuPont's farm operation qualifies as "commercial." 

21 The finding next notes that the subject property exceeds the 80-acre 

22 minimum lot size for a farm in the county EFU A-1 zone. The minimum parcel 

23 in the EFU zone is established by Statewide Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural 

24 Lands) and ORS 215.780(1). OAR 660-033-0100 authorizes a county to 

25 approve a minimum parcel size less than 80 acres for land not designated 
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1 rangeland as long as the county determines that the lesser minimum parcel size 

2 is consistent with maintenance of the "commercial agricultural enterprise" in 

3 the area. The statutory 80-acre minimum parcel size is, in effect, legislatively 

4 deemed consistent with maintenance of the commercial agricultural enterprise. 

5 Thus, that a particular parcel meets or exceeds the applicable minimum parcel 

6 size provides some support for the conclusion that a farm operation on the 

7 property, at least one that occupies all usable portions of the property at an 

8 appropriate level of intensity, is a commercial farming operation. However, 

9 that the parcel meets or exceeds the applicable minimum parcel size does not, in 

10 itself, suffice to establish that any or all farm operations on that parcel are 

11 "commercial" in scale or intensity, or that the parcel thereby qualifies for any 

12 dwelling. See OAR 660-033-0100(3) ("A minimum size for new parcels for 

13 farm use does not mean that dwellings may be approved automatically on 

14 parcels that satisfy the minimum parcel size for the area. New dwellings in 

15 conjunction with farm use shall satisfy the criteria for such dwellings set forth 

16 in OAR 660-033-0130(1)"). 

17 The above-quoted finding then recites that the "operator runs cattle, 

18 grows crops, and receives irrigation on site." Record 4. These undisputed facts 

19 establish that there is a farm operation on the property, but do little to establish 

20 that that farm operation is "commercial" in scale or intensity. 

21 The finding next states that "[t]he operator buys, sells, and leases 

22 equipment for the farm." Id. Petitioner argues that there is no evidence in the 
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1 record that the DuPonts buy, sell or lease farm equipment. According to 

2 petitioner, the only evidence on this point is that the DuPonts do not own much 

3 if any farm equipment, and rely on a barter arrangement to borrow equipment 

4 for planting and harvesting. We agree with petitioner that even if it is true that 

5 the DuPonts buy, sell and lease farm equipment, that finding does little to 

6 establish that the farm operation is commercial in scale or intensity. 

7 Next, the findings note that "[t]he operator provided tax returns that 

8 identified farm income from the property." Id. Again, this establishes the 

9 existence of a farm operation on the subject property, but does not have an 

10 obvious bearing on whether that farm operation is commercial in scale and 

11 intensity. Further, as we understand it, the tax returns in the record reflect farm 

12 income and expenses that are not limited to operations on the subject property. 

13 Finally, the findings note that aerial photographs show "the property has 

14 been cropped continuously for several years." Id. This undisputed fact 

15 establishes a farm operation on the property, but again does little to establish 

16 that that farm operation is commercial in scale or intensity. 

17 Collectively, the above-quoted findings fall far short of establishing that 

18 the DuPont's farm operation is a "commercial farming operation." It is difficult 

19 to fault the county for the paucity of its analysis, given that the Land 

20 Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) has not seen fit to 

21 provide any definition or guidance on what constitutes a "commercial farming 

22 operation" for purposes of OAR 660-033-0130(9). Nonetheless, it is the 
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1 county's obligation, when addressing an application for a relative farm help 

2 dwelling under OAR 660-033-0130(9), to attempt to articulate the thresholds 

3 that separate a "commercial" from a non-commercial farming operation. 

4 Because it is an undefined term, counties have some discretion to determine the 

5 thresholds for a "commercial farming operation" as applied within the county or 

6 within a particular local area or agricultural sector. Harland, 44 Or LUBA at 

7 435. If the county chooses not to employ one of the "safe harbors" discussed 

8 above at n 4, the county has no choice but to determine those thresholds in the 

9 first instance. That determination will necessarily constitute a mixed question 

10 of fact and law, subject to LUBA's review for legal error and evidentiary 

11 sufficiency. 

12 We understand the county to request that if LUBA remands for more 

13 adequate findings regarding the "commercial farming operation" element of 

14 OAR 660-033-0130(9), LUBA should provide what guidance it can to the 

15 county. We can do so only in a limited and abstract manner, as many of the 

16 predicate findings are necessarily factual in nature. However, as our discussion 

17 above indicates, we believe that, as a legal matter, what distinguishes an 

18 existing "commercial" farming operation from its noncommercial counterparts 

19 is largely a matter of scale and intensity. Roughly speaking, we believe a 

20 commercial farming operation is one that is of sufficient scale and intensity that 

21 would induce and require a reasonable farmer to devote the majority of his or 

22 her working hours to operating a farm on the subject property. 
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1 Petitioner's first assignment of error and COL W' s second assignment of 

2 error are sustained. 

3 SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (Petitioner) 
4 THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR (COLW) 

5 These assignments of error challenge the county's findings regarding the 

6 other elements of OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F), specifically, that 

7 the "farm operator" residing on the property "requires the assistance" of a 

8 relative in managing the farm operation, and the identified farm operator 

9 continues to play the "predominant role" in that farm operation. Although these 

10 elements are logically distinct (theoretically, a person may be the farm operator, 

11 but not play the predominant role in the farm operation, or vice versa), the 

12 arguments, evidence and findings regarding each element tend to overlap. See 

13 Kenagy v. Benton County, 112 Or App 17, 20, 826 P2d 1047 (1992) (the 

14 questions of whether the landowner qualifies as a 'farm operator" and whether 

15 the farm operator requires assistance in the farm operation are two sides of the 

16 same coin). While we separately address the challenges to the findings under 

17 each element, our discussion will also consider related findings and evidence. 

18 A. Farm Operator 

19 OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) define a "farm operator" as 

20 the "person who operates a farm, doing the work and making the day-to-day 

21 decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, feeding and marketing." 

22 Intervenors-respondents' initial application identified Jeff DuPont as the farm 
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1 operator and, based on little more than assertions on that point, the county 

2 concluded that Jeff DuPont is the farm operator as required by OAR 660-033-

3 0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F). However, the county's initial findings did not 

4 address contradictory arguments and evidence suggesting that Jeff DuPont was 

5 in fact not the farm operator, but that someone else, either someone leasing the 

6 subject property or Jeremy DuPont, the DuPonts' son, was the person who 

7 qualified as the farm operator, i.e., the person conducting the hay operation, 

8 doing the work and making the day-to-day decisions. LUBA remanded in part 

9 for the county to address those issues. 5 

5 LUBA concluded, in Richards I: 
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"[P]etitioners cite to testimony in the record expressing the 
surmise that the DuPonts do not farm the subject property at all, 
but instead lease their hay field to a custom farm operator. 
Petitioners note that the DuPonts own no hay equipment, report 
income consistent with lease payments, reported few expenses 
typical of running a hay operation, and provided no record of 
actually selling hay. Further, petitioners cite their personal 
observation that a custom farm operator, Oliver Watson Farms, 
has conducted all planting and harvest activity on the subject 
property. Record 29. The record includes photographs of 
equipment marked Oliver Watson Farms allegedly operating on 
the subject property. Record 31. 

"As noted, the DuPonts responded to this issue in their oral 
testimony, denying that they lease the subject property or 
employ other farm operators to plant or harvest the hay.[] 
Instead, the DuPonts testified that Jeremy DuPont is able to 
borrow equipment as compensation for his employment with 
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1 On remand, Jeff DuPont testified that the DuPonts do not lease the subject 

2 property to a custom hay operator, and also testified regarding the proposed 

3 division of labor between Jeff and Jeremy DuPont. On remand, the county 

4 adopted the following finding: 

5 "The Board finds that Jeff DuPont is the farm operator. He makes 
6 the day to day decisions about activities on the farm. The Board 
7 accepts Mr. DuPont's testimony that he directs the daily farming 
8 activities, including planting, harvesting, feeding and marketing. 
9 He chooses what equipment is needed for the farm. He decides 

10 what to grow. He instructs his son on farm actions; the son is the 
11 worker on the farm and for whom the dwelling is needed. The 
12 Applicant accepts the financial risk of operating the farm. * * * 
13 The Board found that the evidence supported Mr. DuPont's 
14 assertion that he farms the property himself." Record 3. 

15 The findings do not directly address the dispute regarding whether the property 

16 is leased to a custom hay operator, but the finding that Jeff DuPont makes the 
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another farm operator elsewhere, and Jeff or Jeremy DuPont 
operates the borrowed equipment on the subject property. 

"Despite this issue being raised below, the commissioners' 
findings do not address the issue, nor adopt any findings 
addressing whether Jeff DuPont, or some other person or entity, 
is the 'farm operator.'[] See findings quoted at n 3.0 The 
findings clearly presume that Jeff DuPont is the farm operator, 
but there are no findings addressing the evidentiary dispute on 
this point. We agree with petitioners that if the subject property 
is leased to another farm operator or the hay operation is 
otherwise predominantly conducted by someone other than Jeff 
DuPont, then Jeff DuPont does not qualify as the required 'farm 
operator.' Remand is necessary for the county to address this 
issue in the first instance." _ Or LUBA at _ (LUBA No 
2017-103, Jan 3, 2018) (slip op at 10-11) (footnotes omitted). 
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1 day to day decisions about the farm operation would seem to implicitly resolve 

2 that dispute in the applicant's favor. The finding also does not directly address 

3 the dispute, based on tax records, regarding whether Jeremy DuPont is in fact 

4 the person primarily responsible for conducting farm operations on the subject 

5 property. However, the above-quoted finding is responsive to the definition of 

6 "farm operator," which focuses not only on who does the "work," but also on 

7 who makes the "day-to-day decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, 

8 feeding and marketing." Under that definition, the county reasonably focused 

9 on identifying the person who performs the higher-order decision-making in 

10 running the farm. The county chose to rely on Jeff DuPont's testimony that he, 

11 and not Jeremy DuPont, makes the final decisions regarding planting, 

12 fertilizing, weed control, marketing, harvesting, cattle operations, etc. Record 

13 125. 

14 Petitioner and COL W argue that the above-quoted finding is inadequate 

15 and not supported by substantial evidence, citing to tax records that can be read 

16 to indicate that Jeremy DuPont plays a larger role in the farm operation than 

17 Jeff DuPont. We discuss the dispute on that point under the "predominant role" 

18 element of the test. For present purposes, we disagree with petitioner that the 

19 county's finding identifying Jeff DuPont as the "farm operator" is not supported 

20 by substantial evidence in the whole record. Substantial evidence is evidence in 

21 the whole record that a reasonable person would rely upon to conclude 

22 compliance with approval criteria. Dodd v. Hood River County, 317 Or 172, 
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1 179, 855 P2d 608 (1993); Younger v. City of Portland, 305 Or 346,351-52, 752 

2 P2d 262 (1988). A reasonable person could conclude, based on the evidence in 

3 the whole record, that Jeff DuPont is the farm operator as defined in OAR 660-

4 033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F). 

5 The subassignments of error directed at the "farm operator" element are 

6 denied. 

7 B. Predominant Role 

8 OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) require that the farm operator 

9 "continue to play the predominant role in the management and farm use of the 

10 farm." As discussed in Richards I, the county's application form requires the 

11 applicant to quantify how many hours per week both the relative and the farm 

12 operator will be engaged in the farm operation, presumably so the county can 

13 use that information to identity the farm operator and determine whether the 

14 farm operator will continue to play the predominant role. The Duponts' 

15 original application asserted that Jeremy DuPont would work "30+" hours per 

16 week, but provided no similar information regarding Jeff DuPont. _Or LUBA 

17 at_ (LUBA No 2017-103, Jan 3, 2018) (slip op at 5). The county concluded 

18 that Jeff DuPont would play the predominant role in the farm operation, but on 

19 appeal LUBA concluded that that finding was not supported by any evidence. 

20 In Richards I, we stated: 

21 "The county's farm relative dwelling application requires that the 
22 applicant indicate 'how many hours per week' both the relative and 
23 the farm operator 'will be engaged in the farming operation.' 
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1 Record 185. The application states that Jeremy DuPont will work 
2 '30+' hours per week on the farm, but does not provide any 
3 information regarding how many hours per week Jeff DuPont will 
4 be engaged in the farm operation. Id. No party cites us to any 
5 evidence on that point. While detailed evidence on that point may 
6 not be necessary in all cases to establish that the applicant qualifies 
7 as a 'farm operator' as defined in OAR 660-033-0130(9)(a), in the 
8 present case we agree with petitioners that the evidence in the 
9 record does not provide a sufficient basis for a reasonable decision-

1 0 maker to conclude that Jeff DuPont will play the predominant role 
11 in the farm operation, and the limited findings on that point, quoted 
12 at n 3, are conclusory and inadequate. 

13 "First, as petitioners note, the undisputed evidence in the record is 
14 that the DuPonts own and operate several businesses, including 
15 two businesses in the nearby city of Madras employing a total of 
16 25 people. The county argues that it is irrelevant under OAR 660-
17 033-0130(9)(a) whether and to what extent the farm operator is 
18 employed off the farm. We disagree that such information is 
19 entirely irrelevant. While a person can certainly be employed off a 
20 farm and still qualify as a 'farm operator' for purposes of OAR 
21 660-033-0130(9)(a), the applicant must establish that the farm 
22 operator 'continue[s] to play the predominant role' in farm use of 
23 the property, and continues to 'operate [the] farm, doing the 
24 work[.]' These qualifications might not be met if the reason the 
25 farm operator requires the assistance of the relative is because the 
26 farm operator is substantially employed off the farm and does not 
27 have enough time to do the work." _ Or LUBA at _ (LUBA No 
28 2017-103, Jan 3, 2018) (slip op at 11-12). 

29 In relevant part, LUBA noted testimony that Jeff DuPont owns a number 

30 of off-farm businesses, and agreed with the petitioners that the "predominant 

31 role" element may not be met if the reason the farm operator requires assistance 

32 is that the farm operator "is substantially employed off the farm and does not 

33 have enough time to do the work." Id. (slip op at 13). 
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1 On remand, the applicant did not submit any testimony quantifying or 

2 comparing the number of hours the farm operator would contribute to the 

3 operation, compared to the relative, and in its findings the county did not rely 

4 upon any such quantification or comparison. Instead, the county simply found: 

5 "The Board finds that Jeff DuPont plays and will continue to play 
6 the predominant role in the farm operation. He makes the day to 
7 day decisions on the farm. He takes the risks of the farm operation. 
8 He provided testimony as to his activities on the farm (day to day 
9 decision-maker, equipment and crop decisions, instructing son) 

1 0 establishing his predominant role. He testified to the fact that he 
11 would continue to play the predominant role in the farm operation. 
12 The Board heard testimony as to Applicant's additional 
13 commercial activities outside of the farm operation and found that 
14 many of those activities were related to his farm operation." 
15 Record 3. 

16 Petitioner and COL W argue that this finding is inadequate in a number of 

17 respects and not supported by substantial evidence. First, petitioner and COL W 

18 argue that the finding seems to count the time Jeff DuPont spends on his off-

19 farm businesses toward establishing that Jeff DuPont plays the "predominant 

20 role" in the farm operation on the subject property. The county made a similar 

21 finding in addressing whether Jeff DuPont is the farm operator, finding that Jeff 

22 DuPont "has vertically integrated his activities on the farm into his other 

23 businesses." Record 3. Petitioner argues that these findings are not supported 

24 by the record and, even if they were supported by the record, they erroneously 

25 consider non-farm activities off the property for purposes of determining 
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1 whether Jeff DuPont is the farm operator and continues to play the predominant 

2 role in the farm operation on the property. 

3 We agree with petitioner. Neither intervenors-respondents nor the county 

4 cite any evidence in the record supporting the findings regarding the nature of 

5 Jeff DuPont's businesses. Even if those findings were supported by substantial 

6 evidence, that those businesses are in some unspecified way related to the farm 

7 operation on the subject property has no bearing on whether Jeff DuPont 

8 continues to play the predominant role in the farm operation. The focus of 

9 these elements of OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) is on the farm 

10 operation on the subject property. See OAR 660-033-0135(8)(b) (for purposes 

11 of OAR chapter 660, division 033, "[f]arm or ranch operation" means "all lots 

12 or parcels of land in the same ownership that are used by the farm or ranch 

13 operator for farm use as defined in ORS 215.203"). Consequently, time and 

14 effort spent on Jeff DuPont's cattle operation on leased lands in Grass Valley 

15 cannot be counted toward establishing any element of OAR 660-033-0130(9) 

16 and JCZO 301.6(F). And, even if it is assumed that some of Jeff DuPont's 

17 other off-site businesses are related in some way to his cattle operation or the 

18 hay operation on the subject property, Jeff DuPont's involvement in those 

19 businesses do not help establish any element of OAR 660-033-0130(9) and 

20 JCZO 301.6(F). 

21 Indeed, as we noted in Richards I, Jeff DuPont's involvement in off-farm 

22 businesses are relevant to establishing the elements of OAR 660-033-0130(9) 
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1 and JCZO 301.6(F) only in the sense that time spent on those businesses and 

2 away from the farm operation might undermine the claim that Jeff DuPont will 

3 continue to play the predominant role in the farm operation, and requires 

4 assistance in running the farm operation._ Or LUBA at_ (LUBA No 2017-

5 103, Jan 3, 2018) (slip op at 12-13). The county's fmdings do not address that 

6 question, and instead erroneously appear to conclude that Jeff DuPont's 

7 involvement in off-site businesses somehow counts toward establishing the 

8 farm operator and predominant role elements. Record 3. 

9 Second, the above-quoted finding concludes that Jeff DuPont plays the 

10 predominant role in part because he "takes the risks of a farm operation," by 

11 which we understand to mean the financial risks. Id. However, such a financial 

12 role is assumed by the owner of any farm, even an absentee land owner who 

13 otherwise has nothing to do with the farm operation. Absent a better 

14 explanation on this point, we conclude that Jeff DuPont's assumption of the 

15 financial risks of the farm operation is not a factor that helps to establish that he 

16 plays the "predominant role" for purposes of OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 

17 301.6(F). 

18 Third, petitioner and COL W argue that the fmdings fail to quantify or 

19 substantiate in any way the conclusion that Jeff DuPont will play the 

20 "predominant role" in the farm operation, compared to Jeremy DuPont's role. 

21 It appears the county evaluated the "predominant role" element based not on a 

22 quantified comparison of how much time the farm operator and relative put into 
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1 the farming operation, the approach its application form suggests the county 

2 would follow, but instead based on a qualitative assessment of the relative value 

3 of Jeff DuPont's contributions versus Jeremy DuPont's contributions. In a 

4 finding addressing the "requires assistance" element, discussed below, the 

5 county found that Jeff DuPont's physical limitations make it difficult to perform 

6 all of the physical tasks required, suggesting that the division of labor between 

7 Jeff and Jeremy DuPont falls mainly between physical and non-physical tasks, 

8 with the non-physical tasks focused on making various kinds of decisions and 

9 supervising execution of those decisions. Record 3. We understand the county 

10 to conclude that Jeff DuPont's role is "predominant" vis-a-vis Jeremy DuPont's 

11 role because he is the one making most of the executive farming decisions, even 

12 if Jeremy DuPont's subordinate role in carrying out those decisions may 

13 represent the majority of the work hours needed for the farm operation as a 

14 whole. 

15 We do not understand petitioner or COL W to dispute that a legitimate 

16 reason under OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) for which a farm 

17 operator may require relative assistance is the farm operator's physical 

18 disabilities, due to age, illness, etc., that prevent the farm operator from 

19 performing some physical farm operations or tasks. We also do not understand 

20 petitioner to dispute that time spent making executive decisions regarding farm 

21 operations and supervising the physical tasks needed for the farm operation 

22 count toward a determination of the "predominant role." Nonetheless, we 
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1 understand petitioner and COL W to argue that even in that circumstance the 

2 applicant must still demonstrate that the farm operator plays the "predominant 

3 role" in the farm operation, and that the only way to make the demonstration is 

4 to submit evidence that in some way quantifies and compares the amount of 

5 work each contributes. 

6 We partially agree with petitioner. In a more typical case involving a 

7 relative farm help dwelling, the dwelling would be justified based on claims 

8 that the scale or intensity of the farm operation requires more work than a single 

9 farmer engaged in a commercial farming operation can reasonably perform. In 

1 0 that case, some quantification and comparison of hours worked by the farm 

11 operator and relative would probably be necessary to show that the farm 

12 operator continues to play the predominant role. In the present case, the 

13 applicant and the county are not-or are no longer-proceeding on the theory 

14 that there is too much work for one farm operator, but rather that Jeff DuPont's 

15 physical limitations prevent him from performing some of the physical work 

16 required by the farm operation. In those circumstances, a quantification and 

1 7 comparison of hours worked is less important for purposes of the "predominant 

18 role" element. In such circumstances, we do not think it is inconsistent with 

19 OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) to assign more weight to the fact 

20 that the farm operator will continue to perform the executive or decision-

21 making functions, even if it is the case that most of the physical tasks or the 

22 majority of all farm tasks viewed as a whole are performed by the relative. As 
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1 noted above, the definition of "farm operator" reqmres not only that the 

2 operator "do the work," but makes particular reference to "making the day-to-

3 day decisions about such things as planting, harvesting, feeding and marketing." 

4 Nonetheless, we agree with petitioner that some details or breakdown and 

5 comparison of the respective roles of the farm operator and relative must be in 

6 the record to support an adequate finding that the farm operator continues to 

7 play the predominant role. If the record includes such evidence, no party cites 

8 to it. And the county's above-quoted finding on this point is conclusory and 

9 wholly inadequate. 

1 0 The sub-assignments of error directed at the "predominant role" element 

11 are sustained. 

12 C. Requires Assistance 

13 With respect to the "requires assistance" element of OAR 660-033-

14 0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F), the county found: 

15 "In finding that the farm operator requires the assistance of a 
16 relative in the management of the existing commercial farming 
17 operation, the Board accepted Mr. DuPont's testimony that his 
18 health challenges made it difficult to perform all of the physical 
19 work required on the farm, which was supported by a letter from 
20 his treating physician as to his physical conditions that supported 
21 the Applicant's position that his physical conditions hinder his 
22 ability to do some of the physical activities involved in the daily 
23 management of his farming operation." Record 3-4. 

24 As noted, petitioner does not dispute that physical disability is a potentially 

25 legitimate basis for finding that a farm operator requires the assistance of a 
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1 relative. However, petitioner argues that in the present case the findings and 

2 evidence fail to establish that the farm operator requires any assistance with the 

3 farm operation on the subject property. Petitioner cites to evidence that 

4 opponents submitted that the relatively small size of the subject property and 

5 the limited nature of the farm operation requires only a modest amount of total 

6 hours worked on an annual basis, at most only approximately 97 5 hours, or 

7 18.75 hours per week. Petitioner argues that working 18.75 hours per week is 

8 well within one farm operator's ability to handle without assistance, presumably 

9 even a farm operator who has some physical limitations. 

1 0 Jeff DuPont submitted a declaration, supported by a letter from his 

11 physician, testifying to multiple physical limitations due to age and injury. 

12 Record 125-27. Petitioner cites no evidence in the record suggesting that Jeff 

13 DuPont can, despite those limitations, perform all the physical tasks required by 

14 the farm operation. Petitioner may be correct that the farm and the farm 

15 operation are not large or intensive enough to occupy a farmer full-time, and if 

16 so that might well be fatal to an application based solely on the claim that there 

17 is too much work for the farm operator to do. However, on remand the county 

18 proceeded under the theory that Jeff DuPont requires assistance due to his 

19 physical limitations, rather than under the theory that there is too much work for 

20 Jeff DuPont to do. In such circumstances, the scale and intensity of the farm 

21 operation, while pertinent to the "commercial farming operation" element of 

22 OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F), are not particularly pertinent to the 
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1 "requires assistance" element. We do not understand petitioner to dispute that 

2 OAR 660-033-0130(9) and JCZO 301.6(F) are intended in part to facilitate 

3 relative assistance for an otherwise qualified operator of a commercial farming 

4 operation who, due to age or illness, is unable to perform all the tasks required 

5 by the farming operation. That the farming operation is relatively small in size 

6 and intensity, and would not fully occupy the work hours of either the farmer or 

7 the relative, does not necessarily preclude a finding that the farm operator 

8 requires assistance. 

9 The sub-assignments of error directed at the "requires assistance" 

1 0 element are denied. 

11 Petitioner's second assignment of error and COLW's third assignment of 

12 error are sustained in part. 

13 The county's decision is remanded. 
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